
Q: What are Reveal™ Clear Aligners? 
A: Reveal™ Clear Aligners are an affordable, discreet way to straighten your teeth. The Reveal™ trays are
noticeably clear and are guaranteed not to discolor, cloud, or yellow over the course of treatment. Reveal™
features a smooth and scalloped edge to maximize comfort. Plus, Reveal™ was designed to provide a truly
intimate fit for tooth movement, with fewer attachtments making it a more aesthetic solution. 

Q: Will Reveal™ Clear Aligners be noticeable on my teeth? 
A: Reveal™ Aligners are practically invisible and stay clear throughout treatment – no yellowing or staining.
With Reveal™, you wear each tray for two weeks, and they are guaranteed to stay clear for the entire two
weeks. 

Q: Does Reveal™ Clear Aligners require attachments?
A: Reveal is designed to reduce the need for attachments so you can offer a truly aesthetic treatment and
achieve clinical efficiencies.

Q: Are Reveal™ Clear Aligners comfortable?  
A: Reveal™ Clear Aligners have a smooth and scalloped edge that is designed to maximize your comfort.
Reveal™ Aligners fit tightly, so you may feel some pressure. This is normal and necessary to move your
teeth. If you experience significant discomfort, please contact your dentist immediately. 
                                                                                                                                                  
Q: Are Reveal™ Clear Aligners affordable? 
A: We understand you have more options than ever for straightening your teeth. Reveal™ aims to provide
you with a discreet, cost-effective, and safe treatment performed under the guidance of your trusted dentist. 

Q: What are Reveal™ Clear Aligners made of?
A: Reveal™ Aligners are made of clear plastic. The material is ridged and provides a snug fit, which controls
the movement of your teeth. 

Q: How many hours a day do I need to wear Reveal™ Clear Aligners? 
A: Reveal™ Clear Aligners must be worn all day and night for at least 22 hours. The only time you take the
trays out is while eating, brushing, or flossing. 

Q: Can I eat or drink while wearing Reveal™ Clear Aligners? 
A: You cannot eat while wearing Reveal™ Clear Aligners, but you can drink (hot liquids should be avoided). 

Q: Are Reveal™ Clear Aligners right for me?
A: Reveal™ Clear Aligners are for people who do not require adjustments to their bite. Your dentist will
provide you with a comprehensive oral exam to confirm candidacy for Reveal™ Clear Aligners. 
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Q: How are Reveal™ Clear Aligners different from other clear aligners? 
A: Reveal™ Clear Aligners are practically invisible, and they stay clear throughout treatment with normal use
– no yellowing or staining. With Reveal™, you wear each tray for two weeks, and it will stay clear for the
entire two weeks. Most dentist-provided aligner systems require attachments or “buttons” that are glued to
your teeth. Reveal™ does not require attachments, making it a more aesthetic solution.  

Q: What is the process for getting Reveal™ Clear Aligners? 
A: The process for getting Reveal™ Clear Aligners is simple. First you will get photos and impressions taken
of your teeth, which your dentist will send to a lab. The lab will create your custom-designed aligner trays and
send them to your dentist when ready. You will then visit your dentist to receive your Reveal™ kit. You will
continue to visit your dentist periodically over the course of treatment to ensure your case is moving properly
and for your dentist to check on your progress.

Reveal® 
 EXPRESS

Regular price

£2,099
Open Day Price

£1,875

Single Arch - Upto
10 aligners
Free Retainer

Free Teeth
Whitening-Open Day
Special

One Refinement
Free Scan
Free Consultation*

Reveal®
LITE

Regular price

£3,199
Open Day Price

£2,999

11-20 aligners -
Upper & Lower
Free Retainer

Free Teeth
Whitening-Open Day
Special

One Refinement
Free Scan
Free Consultation*

Reveal®  
STANDARD

Regular price

£3,999 -
£4,499

Open Day Price

£3,499 -
£3,999

21-30+ aligners -
Upper & Lower
Free Retainer

Free Teeth
Whitening-Open Day
Special

One Refinement
Free Scan
Free Consultation*

*£60 consultation is redeemable against treatment
**subject to a credit check 

0% & low interest finance options available  - from £1.03 per day ** 


